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INTRODUCTION

Globaltrends in the last decade, environmentrestrictions and other market fac-
tors, forced mining companies worldwide to improvetheir operations profitabil-
ity and competitivity. One of the waysto doit in Serbian coal minesis to replace
traditional drilling and blasting techniques of tunneling by mechanical miners.
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Since mechanical miners, such as roadheaders, provide continual operations and

better advance ofthe drifts, it is expected that they will increase productivity,

reduce costs and improve competitiveness.

In selection of roadheader, the first step is to determine applicability of road-

headers, 1.e., to determine whether they can operate in specific conditions with a

satisfying performanceresults. Thenit is possible to select the type and determine

general properties required from roadheaders, from available machines on the

market. Finally, roadheader characteristics should be matched with properties of

coal and surrounding rock, to maximize machine performances[1 -– 5]. This can

be achieved by studying the design parameters andtheir optimization to suit spe-

cific conditions, in our case in Serbian underground coal mines.

Prediction ofroadheader performanceis usually related to three main parameters:

instantaneouscutting rate ICR), determined as productionrate during actual cut-

ting time (tones or m“ per hour), bit consumption and machineutilization. This

paper provides general information about Serbian coal mines, their operations

and geotechnical properties, followe0}by analysis on applicability of roadheaders

and methodologyfortheir selection.

COAL MINES IN SERBIA

Serbian underground coal minesare incorporated in Public Enterprise for Under-
ground Coal Mining (PE UCM Resavica). This companyis currently in process
of restructuring, but it is not known yet when or how this process will end. There
are eight coal mines in PE UCM.Thereis a long tradition ofunderground mining,
because these mines are 80 to 150 years old. Quality of coal varies from subbi-
tuminous to bituminous coal and anthracite. Commoncharacteristics for these
mines are low productivity, obsolete mining methods, low mechanization, and
high utilization of labor. Drilling is performed with hand held electic or pneu-
matic rock drills. Average annual outputs, as a sum of all mines, reach 500,000 to
600,000 tons ofcoal. [6]

However, there are some improvements, in progress or in plans. New coalfield
is going to be open in Strmosten mine, with longwall mining designed. Soko
mineis also in phase ofopening ofnew coalfield. Štavalj mine has huge reserves
of coal and favorable overall mining conditions, which makes it the mine with
best perspective in the country. Opening of new coal fields in these three mines
includes about 20,000 meters of new drifts. By mine design, new drifts will be
10, 14.8 and 22 m? in cross-section areas, with horseshoe shape. Drifts will be
supported with yielded steel arches, with 0.8 m spacing between frames when
driven in rock and 0.6 m whendrivenin coal [6]. Figure 1 shows a cross-section
of 14.8 m? drift, with 12.7 m? areaafter installation of support.
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Figure 1. Cross-section and dimensions ofdevelopment drift supported

with vielding steel arches

Design values of crossSkection and dimension of developmentdrift (from Figure

Тјаге: А = 12.7 те, 5 = 4,75 т, Н = 3.23 т, КЕ! = 2.28 т, 22 = 2,85 т.

Underground drifts in coal mining can be driven through coal or surrounding

rocks. Most commonsurrounding rocks in Serbian coal mines are clay, sandy

clay, clayey marl, marl, etc. Density (p), Unconfined Compressive Strength

(UCS) and Brazilian Tensile Strength (BTS) for rocks occurring in three coal

minesare given in Table 1. [6]

Table 1. Rockproperties

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Rock type Mine р |та] 0С5 [|МРај ВТ5 [МРај

Соа1 Rembas Mine, 1.33 24.88 3.22

Strmosten

Dark grey, compact, Rembas Mine, 2.70 39.22 6.92

slightly crystalline Strmosten

limestone

Red, compact, calcare- Rembas Mine, 2.52 14.60 0.76

ous sandstone Strmosten

Coal Soko 1.29 21.4 1.71

Grey, compact, calcar- Soko 2.58 28.43 3.12

eous, clayey shale

Coal Štavalj; West field 1.29 25.6 2.12

Мап! Štavalj; West field 2.01 20.72 2.46  
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МЕТНОРОГООХ ОЕ ВЕЗЕАВСН

Roadheaderselection

Roadheaders are most used machines for excavation in soft and medium

rocks. in underground mining they are used for drifting (developmentdrifts,

haulage drifts, cross-cuts, etc.), while in civil engineering they are used for

various types of tunnels. Since roadheaders are adjustable in a sense of ехса-

vating area, they can be used for various underground roomsandstructures.

[1.7-8]

in hard rock, applicability of roadheadersis limited, due to excessive wearing

of drag bits. However, the applicability is widening, and nowadays roadhead-

ers successfully work in a hard rock with the values of UCS up to 100 MPa.

[9 - 10]

Roadheaderproperties are referred to major parameters, such as machinetype,
machine weight, cutterhead type, lacing design, boom type, additional equip-

ment, etc.; and operational parameters, like organization, labor, roof support,

supplies, etc. [11]

This diagram canbe useful in primary machineselection, indicating the required

machine weight, type and cutterhead power based on ground conditions and ge-

ometry.

Performanceprediction

Numerous performance prediction models were developedin the past. Majority

of them is focused on prediction of Instantaneous Cutting Rate (ICR) prediction

in relation with variation of parameters like rock compressive strength, machine

weight and cutting power.

Various authors analyzed advancerate variations of roadheaders using rock

classification system [12 - 13]. Relation between ICR and UCSofthe rock

for different types of roadheaders was studied by numerous authors [13].

Copuretal. (1997, 1998) added the weight of roadheaders and installed pow-
er into prediction modelto obtain more realistic performanceprediction [5].

Someauthors used the data on specific energy consumption to predict the

excavationrate [14 - 29].
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Figure 2. Indicative diagramJor roadheaderselection [11]

?
Estimation of the ICR

The instantaneous(net) cutting rate of a cutting machine represents the ex-

cavation rate achieved during excavation considering only the active cut-

ting hours without stoppages [4]. Based on previous, the ICR represents

effective cutting rate. ICR of roadheader machinescan be calculated by the

тоде! 15, 30]:

све(а)пева(22| · t,,for axialroadheader(230kW) (1)

719
ТСВ=| ——-== · 5, Тог ггапзуегзе гоадћеадег (250КУ/ ) (2)

UCS"

Where:

• t,is power correction factor (assuming the effect ofpower on perfor-

тапсе 15 Шеаг: 200/230 = 0.87) Тог ахта! тоадћеадег,

• t,is power correction factor (assuming the effect ofpower on perfor-

manceis linear: 200/250 = 0.80)for transverse roadheader.
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For a transverse roadheader equipped with cutterhead of 132 kW power
estimation ofthe ICR can be calculated with a model given below [5, 26]:

ICR = (75.7 – 143 · т(ИС5)) · ts, (3)
Where:

• t,is the power correction factor (assuming the effect of power on
performanceis linear: 200/132 = 1.52).

Estimation of Daily Advance Rate

The daily advancerate (AR) can be estimated as follows:[5, 31]

AR=—"""{wvday] (4)
face

Where:

• ARisadvance rate per day [m/day];

•  Vexcis volume of excavated material per day [m*/day];

•  Afaceis area of the cross-section of a roadway [m?].

The daily excavation volumecan beestimatedas follows[6]:

Vo„=ICR ·MUT· S„„ · Hm"/day | ()

Where:

•  ICR is instantaneous cutting rate [m'/h];

•  MUTiis machine utilization time [%];

• Sday is numberofshifts per day [shifts/day1;

• His shift time [hours/shift].

Estimation of Cutter (tool) consumption rate (TCR)
Beside excavation rates and stoppages, performanceofroadheaderis determined
by tool consumption rate and costs. To precisely evaluate the cuttability of rock
mass,it is necessary to predict TCRs.[5, 31]

Based on Copuretal. [7, 14|studies, a model for prediction ofTCR was defined
in case of excavation in a rock with UCS value < 60 MPa, with a machine (road-
header) that has transverse cutting head equipped with conic tools [5]:

TCR=897 · RC P'+6.18 · RCI (tools/ m*|

UCS ___MPa ) (6)RCI=_m-9—__
Риа  У о СНР КУ · 1:
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Where:

•  TCR is tool consumptionrate for excavation of unit volume of rock
[tools/m"];

•  RCIisroadheader tool consumption index [MPa/kW-·tm];

•  UCSis uniaxial compressive strength of the rock [MPa];

•  Pinstisinstalled cutterhead power [kW1;

•  CHDis cutterhead diameter [m].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Roadheaderselection

Analysis of conditions for drifting in Serbian underground coal mines showsthat
the selected machine must be applicable in following conditions:

•  Cross-section areas from 10 to 22 m? and upto 18? inclination:

• rock strength (UCS) up to 60 MPa;

•  machine's pressure to the ground up to 0.15 MPa.

Preliminary mačhine selection was performed using diagram in Figure 2. For a
minimalcross-section area of 10 m? and maximal UCSof60 MPa,according to
diagram, cutterhead power should be between 105 and 132 kW, while machine
weight should be between 26 and 40 t. For further calculations, selected machine
will have 132 kW of cutterhead power and weight of 26 tons.

Performance prediction

According to performance prediction model, calculations were carried out for
horseshoe shaped drift with 14.8 m2 cross-section, supported by steel arches
with 0.8 m spacing in coal and 0.6 m spacing in footwall, Calculation results аге
shownin Table 2. Daily rates are defined for ICR by Thuro and Plinninger [26].

Table 2. Results ofcalculations ofroadheaderperformance

 

 

Calculated Calculated Daily Pick (bit)
No Coal Mine UCS BTS

|

instantaneous

|

instantaneous rate consumption
' (МРа|

|

[МРај

|

саишпр гаје cutting rate [m/day] rate

[m?/h]* [m*h]** M» [pick/me}

ı

|

RembasMine

|

ag

|

322

|

30,94 29.74 12.06

|__

0.150
Strmosten (Coa!)
 

Rembas Mine,
2. Strmosten 39.22 6.92 21.69 23.23 9.41 0.317

(Grey limestone)          
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Rembas Mine,
Strmosten (Red

limestone)
14.60 0.76 46.89 37.36 15.14 0.066

 

Soko Mine

(Соађ
21.4 1.71 32.43 31.89 12.93 0.118

 

Soko Mine

(Shale)
28.43 3.12 27.89 27.83 11.28 0.186

 

Štavalj Mine,

Westfield (Coa!)
25.6 2.12 30.26 29.33 11.89 0.157

   Štavalj Mine,

West field
(Mar)  20.72  2.46  35.69  32.35  13.11  0.112

 

*Gehring [30];**Thuro and Plinninger [26]

Estimation of the ICR (Instantaneous(net) cutting rate)
Roadheaderin Serbian underground coal mines would need to excavate various
rock mass with UCS rangefrom 14.60 to 39.22 and BTS from 0.76 to 6.92 a chart
was made for cach ICR frediction model. The variation of ICR, estimated by
using the model developed by Gehring [30] is shown in Figure 3, while a chart
at Figure 4 shows a prediction developed by Thuro and Plinninger [26]. Charts
are showing the variation of the ICR in different geological conditions that are
present in Rembas, Soko and Štavalj underground minesin Serbia and can be

used by mining engineers.
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Figure 3. Relation between UCS andICR by Gehring (1989) calculation
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Figure 4. Relation between UCS andICR by Thuro and Plinninger (I999) calculation

Estimation of Daily Advance Rate

Daily Advance Rate wascalculated for three shifts per day and 25% of machine
utilization. Results are given in Figure 5 and Table 2.
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Figure 5. Relation between UCS andDaily 4dvance Rate

Estimation of Cutter (Tool) Cosumption Rate (TCR)
A chart in Figure 6, showing Tool Consumption Rate, is made based on data
presented in Table 2.
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figure 6. Relation between UCS and TCR
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It is a fact that tool consumption rate in many cases is an indicator that shows

applicability ofmechanized excavation method[5]. In table 3. the financial effect

of tool consumptionrate on project and actions required are presented.

Table 3. Tool consumption ratefinancialeffect on theproject ahdactions required

 

 

 

     

TCR (tool/m*)

|

Financial effect Aplicability

Very negative financial effect 2 Mehanized excavation usually

TCR>0.5 ехсауапоп price caused by high not applicable; Other methods of
tool consumption (tool breakages .

excavation are preferred.
and tool wear).

Costsofprojectare critical. This Costs should be reviewed;

much TCRcan be compromised. Comparative cost analysis is key

0.2< TCR>0.5 to determine the applicability of

excavation method over other

2 тећодв.

Mostly positive financial effect Mechanized ехсааноп 55 ар-

TCR>0.2 on excavation price. plicable in most cases, with no

problemsin excavation.
 

For Serbian coal mines, TCR exceeds0.2 tools/m* in only one occasion (Table2),

which meansthat, considering TCR,there would be no problem in application.

Comparisonofgainedresults with the data provided by the manufacturers, based
on experiences in coal mines, shows that gained results are within the scope of

referent values [32].

Cost studies

To define financial effects of transition from drilling and blasting technology to
roadheaders, their costs were compared. The analysis was performed with fol-

lowing input parameters: 1,000 m excavationlength,8 h shift, 3 shifts per day, 25

working days per month, 12 working months per year.

Numberof workers on the coal face in case of drilling and blasting is four in a
shift, with occasional engagement of foreman.In case ofroadheader, seven work-

ers in a shift are needed (foreman, excavation machine operator, three support
installation staff, loco and crane operator).

'Coal haulageis identical in both cases, with chain conveyors and belt conveyors.
So, calculation of costs included only labor, material and energy. Costs ofhaulage

and supplies were excluded because they are identical in both cases. Results of

analysis are shown in table 4 (for drilling and blasting technology) and table 5

(for roadheaders) [33].
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Table 4. Cost analysisfor drilling and blasting technology
 

Rembas

|

Rembas

|

Rembas

|

Soko Soko Štavalj Štavalj
Mine, Mine, Mine, Mine Mine Mine Mine

 

Strmosten| Strmosten |Strmosten West |West field
(О) (GL) (RL) (О) (8) веза (О)

|

(M)

UCS |[MPa] 24.88 39,22 14.6 21.4 28.43 25.6 20.72
 

Laborcosts [E|| 208,200 275,583 275,583 |208,200| 275,583

|

208,200

|

275,583
Material [E]

|

687,000 864,000 862,000

|

685,900

|

363,000

|

686,800

|

862,550
 

 

 

 

       
Едшртепе [Е]

|

2,735 2,735 2,735 2,735 2,735 2,735 2,735
Епегру [Е] 9,000 9,800 9,700 8,900 9,750 8,950 8,920
Тога! ЈЕ] 906,935

|

1,152,118

|

1,150,018 [905,735 1,151,068

|

906,685 |1,149,788
Time of

excavation >» 16.7 22.2 22.2 16.7 22.2 16.7 22.2
(months)     

Table 5. Cost analysisfor Foadheaders

 

Rembas Rembas Rembas

|

Soko Soko Štavalj Štavalj

 

Mine, Mine, Mine, Mine Mine Mine Mine
Strmosteni Strmosten |Strmosten West field! West

(O) (GL) (RL) (О) (S) (CO)

__|

field (M)
UCS [MPa] 24.88 39.22 14.6 21.4 28.43 25.6 20.72
 

Гарогсозб [е]

|=

62,826 80,519 50,045

|

58,600

|

67,170

|

63,725

|

57,795
Material [E]

|

647,000 844,000 798,000

|

645,800

|

829,100

|

647,250

|

810,700
Equipment [E}| 41,791 53,560 33,290

|

38,980

|

44,680

|

42,390

|

38,450
Епегру ЈЕ] 15,200 16,300 14,250 14,970

|

15,930

|

15,450 14,850

Тога![6] 766,817

|

994,379

|

895,585

|

758,350

|

956,880

|

768,815

|

921.795
Time of

excavation 3.3 4.3 2.7 3.1 3.6 3.4 3.1
(months)

 

 

 

 

          
Comparison between data in these two tables shows that not опју ехсауа-
tion time is significantly shorter, but excavation costs are also lower in case
of roadheaderapplication. Material costs hold the largest share in structure
of costs, which indicates that support system should be reconsidered. Low
equipmentcosts in drilling and blasting indicate that level of mechanization
is very low, causing exceededutilization of manpower, and consequently ex-
ceededlaborcosts.

As stated above, material cost indicated that current support system in Serbi-
an underground coal mines (steel frame support) should be reconsidered. As an
alternative option, a rock bolt support system should be considered. Implemen-
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tation of machines such as continuous bolter miners, can achieve both ђенег ад-
vancerates in terms of excavation speed with parallel installation of previously
designed adequate rock bolt support system, saving time in excavation process
and fulfilling the stability conditions of roadways [34]. Further research should
analyze the effectiveness ofrock bolt support system andjustify its incorporation
in roadway construction process in Serbian mines.

Researchers also focus on finding the way to develop appropriate automatic con-
trol system for different type of rock excavation by roadheaders [35]. Automated
excavation process would give evenbetter excavation rates.

CONCLUSIONS

Serbian underghound coal minesare struggling to provide acceptable outputs and
positive financial! results. To improve, technological improvements are necessary
in each segment of mining. Therefore, the tunneling also needs to be improved,
and one of possible waysis transition from traditional drilling and blasting tech-
nology to roadheaders.

Application ofroadheaders requires careful selection ofmachine type and perfor-
mance. That is why performanceprediction is an important factor for successful
roadheaderapplication.

The prediction of instantaneous cutting rate, machine utilization time and ad-
vanceratesis a very important part oftunneling technology design, as well as the
economyofentire tunneling project.

After the preliminary selection, basic parameters of selected roadheaderare de-
fined based on models by Gehring and Thuro and Plinninger. Comparison of
gained results with data provided by the manufacturers showsthat gained results
are reliable and they represent a solid base for introduction of roadheaders into
Serbian underground coal mines.

Comparison ofcosts calculated for application of drilling and blasting and ap-
plication of roadheaders, shows that roadheaders provide significantly shorter
excavation times along with lower total costs. Also, cost analysis shows that sup-
port system with steel arches causes exceeded costs and someother support type
should be considered.

However, application of roadheaders requires well organized and precise logis-
tics. it means that supply of support and all the necessary material, maintenance,
transport, all of that must be well organized and work properly.

Conflict of Interest: The authors declare that they have no conflict of interest.
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